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Abstract
Classical plant breeding has been instrumental in changing the genetic makeup
of crop plants for better ecological adaptation and improved quality. This paper
provides insights of the genomic changes effected in hard winter wheat (Triticum
aestivum L.) through decades of breeding and selection in the Great Plains of
the United States. Population structure and differentiation analyses were conducted on 185 wheat cultivars released from 1943 to 2013. Cultivars were grouped
into four distinct clusters using discriminant analysis of principal components
(DAPC). One of the clusters was unique in that 15 out of the 18 individuals were
recent releases (2000–2010), while 12 of the 18 shared the cultivar ‘Jagger’ in
their genetic background. Jagger carries a 2NS/2AS translocation segment from
Aegilops ventricosa, an important segment for resistance to several foliar diseases. Using the outlier approach, Wright’s population fixation index (Fst) identified 450 loci that were directionally selected. The largest signature of selection
was found on chromosome 2A. Genetic diversity was high while the inbreeding
coefficient was low, indicating extensive hybridization and germplasm exchange
among breeding programs within the region. Foliar disease pressure and selection for resistance helped shape the microevolution of wheat in the southern
Great Plains. The results showed that high genetic diversity remains in hard winter wheat cultivars adapted to the Great Plains of the USA, and modern plant
breeding did not cause any sizable reduction in genetic diversity of the crop in
this region.

1

Abbreviations: DAPC, discriminant analysis of principal components;
MAF, minor allele frequency; PCA, principal component analysis; SNP,
single nucleotide polymorphism; TCAP, Triticeae Coordinated
Agricultural Project.

INTRODUCTION

Common wheat (Triticum aestivum) is an allohexaploid
(AABBDD) species with a basic chromosome number of seven (2n = 6x = 42). Because of its cumbersome genome size (∼16 Gb) and high genome redundancy, genomic analysis of this species has remained
one of the most challenging targets in plant genomics
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(Chapman et al., 2015; IWGSC, 2018; Zimin et al., 2017).
On the other hand, traditional wheat breeding has made
breakthroughs with remarkable increases in yield and
quality (Fu, 2015; Pingali, 2012; Sharma et al., 2012). Breeding and selection endeavors of the past have developed
hundreds of improved wheat cultivars that have revolutionized food and feed market worldwide. The occurrence
of the Green Revolution between 1960 and 1980 represents
one of the most significant contributions of plant breeding in human history (Borlaug, 1983; Gollin, Hansen, &
Wingender, 2018).
Plant breeding tools help create genetic variation,
whereas selection reduces the frequency of undesirable
or rare alleles in the population and thus may cause
genetic bottlenecks (Hyten et al., 2006; Voss-Fels et al.,
2015). Genetic diversity has been under constant change or
reshuffling because of artificial selection and environmental adaptation. While reduction of genetic diversity from
wild forms to landraces and from landraces to modern
cultivars is apparent (Gao, Zhao, Huang, & Jia, 2017; Reif
et al., 2005), previous reports do not agree on the impact of
modern plant breeding on genetic diversity of crop plants.
Among others, Fu et al. (2005) and Fu and Somers (2009)
reported reductions in genetic diversity in Canadian bread
wheat, while Reif et al. (2005), Warburton et al. (2006), and
White et al. (2008) reported constant or increasing diversity in wheat in other parts of the world. Notably, much
of the success in CIMMYT during the Green Revolution
was achieved at the cost of an overall reduction in wheat
genetic diversity; however, this trend has been reversed
through the more recent introgression of novel materials
(Reif et al., 2005; Warburton et al., 2006). Generally, phenotypic improvement in modern crop cultivars is caused
by a relatively small number of loci while a large proportion of the genome remain unchanged (Hyten et al., 2006).
Those areas of the genome that underwent changes due to
selection are referred to as signatures of selection (Cutter
& Payseur, 2013).
Identifying those signatures of selection enables better
understanding of the genetic makeup of the improved
plant, leading to efficient crop breeding and genetic
resource-based conservation programs. Advances in
genomic technologies have made it possible to identify
candidate genomic regions underlying local adaptation
(Pool, Hellmann, Jensen, & Nielsen, 2010). Among such
approaches are genome scan or outlier detection methods
which have become particularly popular in identifying
population structuring and adaptive differentiation (De
Mita et al., 2013). Genomic differentiation or population
fixation indices were helpful to identify and map functional mutations that facilitate marker-assisted selection
(Leinonen, McCairns, O’hara, & Merilä, 2013; Maccaferri
et al., 2019; N’Diaye et al., 2018).
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Core Ideas
∙ Genomic changes may be tracked among historical wheat cultivars in the Great Plains of the
United States.
∙ Population structure analysis revealed four distinct clusters of cultivars in the region.
∙ Genetic differentiation analysis among subpopulations revealed variation in selection signatures.
∙ Wright’s population fixation index (Fst) identified directionally selected genetic loci.
∙ Selection signatures resulted mainly from selection for diseases resistance in the region.

Bread wheat in the United States was first introduced
to the eastern part of the country in the early 17th century
by the earliest colonialists and it expanded to the Midwest
(often referred to as the “Wheat Belt”) by the late 1800s
with the introduction of ‘Turkey’ hard red winter wheat
(Ball, 1930; Carleton, 1900).
Breeding in these areas has produced hundreds of
improved cultivars. In this study, we analyzed population
genetic parameters of 185 commercially released wheat
cultivars across the Great Plains of the United States
(Supplemental Table S1). These cultivars were a subset
of the hard winter wheat association mapping panel
(HWWAMP) previously genotyped using the 90K single
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) infimum assay (Wang
et al., 2014) under the Triticeae Coordinated Agricultural
Project (TCAP). Linkage disequilibrium and association
mapping studies on some agronomic traits were published based on this mapping panel (Ayana et al., 2018;
Guttieri et al., 2015a, 2017; Maulana et al., 2018). The SNP
data could be further analyzed to identify loci that were
directionally selected and to identify selection signatures
in relation to the crop traits targeted for improvement.
Therefore, the objective of this study was to retrospectively
identify genome regions that were directionally selected,
and link these regions with characterized genes known to
affect wheat adaptation.

2
2.1

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant material and SNP genotyping

The HWWAMP consisted of 299 wheat lines that included
released cultivars and elite experimental lines. We
excluded experimental lines and only used 185 commercial
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cultivars that have available records of year of release and
state/program of origin (Guttieri et al., 2015a, 2015b).
These cultivars were released between 1943 and 2013; their
pedigrees and origins are presented in Supplemental Table
S1.
The SNP data were accessed from the TCAP database
(TCAP90K_HWWAMP, https://tcap.pw.usda.gov/wheat/
genotyping/) (Blake et al., 2016). After filtering out SNPs
with minor allele frequency (MAF) of less than 5% and
missing data of more than 10%, 16,054 SNPs (out of 21,555
total SNPs) were retained and used in this study. Chromosomal positions were based on the 90K SNP consensus map
by Wang et al. (2014) because many SNPs were not able to
be mapped to the newly released wheat reference sequence
(IWGSC, 2018).

2.2

Population structure

All computational analyses were performed using R statistical software (R Core Team, 2018). Population structure of
the 185 commercially released wheat cultivars was investigated using discriminant analysis of principal components
(DAPC) with the adegenet/R package (Jombart & Ahmed,
2011; Jombart, Devillard, & Balloux, 2010). The optimum
number of principal components (PCs) to retain for DAPC
was interactively determined by using the find.clusters
function in the adegent/R package with 10,000 iterations
(Jombart & Ahmed, 2011). K-means clustering of PCs was
used to identify groups of lines. The optimal number of
k-means was determined by using the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) as a statistical measure of goodness
of fit. Relationships among the 185 genotypes were further
visualized using DAPC.

2.3
Identification of selection
signatures and genetic differentiation
Population genomic analyses were carried out using the
hierFstat package in R (Goudet & Jombart, 2015). Population genomics parameters, including observed heterozygosity within subpopulations (Ho), expected heterozygosity within subpopulations (Hs), heterozygosity within the
total population (Ht), Wright’s fixation index (Fst), and
inbreeding coefficient (Fis), were analyzed in terms of the
total population (T), subpopulations (S), and individuals
(I). Wright’s Fis is the inbreeding coefficient of an individual with respect to the subpopulation it belongs to and Fst
is the average inbreeding coefficient of subpopulations relative to the total population. Therefore, Fst was used as a
measure of genetic differentiation among subpopulations
(clusters) while Fis was used to estimate genetic differen-
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tiation within subpopulations (Hudson, Slatkin, & Maddison, 1992). All of the population parameters were assessed
following Nei (1978).
Wright’s fixation index (Fst) was calculated as: Fst =
(Ht – Hs)/Ht. Similarly, inbreeding coefficient (Fis) was
calculated as: Fis = (Hs – Ho)/Hs, where Hs is the mean
expected heterozygosity within subpopulations, Ht is the
expected heterozygosity within the total population, and
Ho is the observed heterozygosity within subpopulations.
To identify genetic loci subjected to selection, we used
the high-Fst outlier method corresponding to the distribution of Fst. From the Fst values, we determined
the first and third quartiles (Q1 and Q3). Values higher
than [Q3 + 1.5*(Q3 − Q1)] are considered positive outliers. Significance of these outliers were tested using Rosner’s test (Rosner, 1983) with the EnvStats package in R
(Millard, 2013).
Pair-wise genetic distances based on Fst values were
calculated between subpopulations using the modified
Roger’s distance (Wright, 1978). Fst values were plotted
against their chromosomal positions to show selection signatures along the genome. Allelic frequencies of highly
selected loci were plotted across subpopulations to show
their relative differences for those loci.

3

RESULTS

Genetic diversity and population
3.1
structure
Preliminary variable transformation using principal component analysis (PCA), prior to DAPC analysis, showed
that the first 100 principal components explained close to
90% of the total genetic variation (Figure 1a inset, PCA
eigenvalues). The Bayesian information criterion (BIC)
was lowest at k = 4 (Figure 1b), indicating a high probability of four distinct clusters (Figure 1a). The first three
principal components of discriminant analysis (DA) captured most of the genetic structure of the total population
(Figure 1a inset, DA eigenvalues).
Cultivars from the northern Great Plains tended to cluster together and the same was true for cultivars from the
southern Great Plains. For example, cluster 1 was dominated by cultivars from Nebraska, Kansas, Colorado, and
South Dakota, whereas Kansas, Texas and Oklahoma cultivars dominated cluster 3 and Colorado and Texas dominated cluster 4 (Table 1). Cultivars from Kansas and Oklahoma appeared in all four clusters.
We also analyzed temporal patterns by classifying cultivars in 10-year intervals. Cluster membership based on
year of cultivar release did not clearly follow the 10-year
intervals. However, most cultivars in cluster 2 (15/18) were

4 of 10
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F I G U R E 1 Population structure analysis of the 185 wheat cultivars. (a) Scatter plot of discriminant analysis of principal components
(DAPC). The main figure shows the relative scatter within the four clusters, in which each dot represents a unique cultivar. The insets indicate
the proportion of principal components used for DAPC (bottom left) and number of principal components for the discriminant analysis (DA)
(bottom right). (b) The optimum number of clusters was determined using the find.clusters function in R. The graph shows the values for the
Bayesian information criterion (BIC) relative to the numbers of clusters (k) tested

TA B L E 1
clusters

Distribution of wheat cultivars across the four

State

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3 Cluster 4 Total

Colorado

15

Kansas

17

Montana

8

Nebraska

35

Oklahoma

2

14

2

South Dakota 12
Texas
Total

89

1

9

25

18

5

54

1

1

10

1

3

39

14

1

19

4

16

2

9

11

22

18

48

30

185

released between 2000 and 2010. Cultivars in this cluster
were mostly from Kansas (14/18), while the rest (4/18) were

from Texas and Oklahoma (Table 1; Supplemental Table
S1). Twelve of the 18 cultivars in this cluster had cultivar
Jagger in their pedigrees.

3.2
Directional selection and
population differentiation
The four clusters were used as subpopulations to analyze genetic diversity and subpopulation differentiation. There was high within-subpopulation heterozygosity (0.77), while the inbreeding coefficient (−0.67) and
Wright’s fixation index (0.02) were low (Figure 2; Supplemental Table S2). Similarity in expected heterozygosity in the total population (0.46) and heterozygosity within
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F I G U R E 2 Summary statistics (boxplots) of genetic variation in US Great Plains wheat cultivars released between 1943 and 2013 based on
the four clusters. Ho, observed heterozygosity within subpopulations; Hs, expected genetic diversity (heterozygosity) within subpopulations;
Ht, expected heterozygosity in the random-mating total population; Fst, fixation index; Fis, inbreeding coefficient

F I G U R E 3 Genomic distribution of fixation index (Fst) values as a function of chromosome position in the wheat genome. The red dashed
line corresponds to Fst = 0.129, the significant threshold value based on Rosner’s outlier test

subpopulation (0.45) reflected low population differentiation. Fst values, using the four clusters as population substructures, ranged from −0.007 to 0.143 (negative Fst values are treated as zero, Supplemental Table S2). Close to
10% (1,438) of the total SNPs were not affected by selection (Fst = 0), whereas 450 loci were found to be outliers
(Fst > 0.085). Fifty-one out of the 450 outliers were found
to be significant outliers (Fst > 0.129) using Rosner’s outlier test. Major selection signatures were found on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 2B, 2D, and 5D (Figure 3). Thus, group
2 showed significant signals of directional selection across
all three homoeologous chromosomes 2A, 2B, and 2D.
Average pairwise Fst among clusters showed moderate
population differentiation that ranged from 0.014 between
clusters 1 and 3 to 0.043 between clusters 2 and 4 (Table 2).
The seven states of cultivar origin were also used as population substructures and the Fst test was conducted (Sup-

plemental Table S3). Average Fst was relatively lower in
this case (0.01) than using the four clusters (0.02) identified. Based on pairwise Fst values between the states of
germplasm source, Montana and Texas (0.021) had the
largest differentiation, followed by Montana and Colorado
(0.019), and Montana and Oklahoma (0.017), compared to
the rest of the states because Montana is most distantly
located relative to other states (Table 3). It is not surprising that the smallest differentiation values were observed

T A B L E 2 Average pairwise Fst-based genetic distance among
the four clusters
Cluster 1

Cluster 2

Cluster 2

0.040

Cluster 3

0.014

0.036

Cluster 4

0.021

0.043

Cluster 3

0.020
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Average pairwise Fst-based genetic distance among the seven states of cultivar origin
Kansas

Oklahoma

Colorado

Nebraska

S. Dakota

Oklahoma

0.002

Colorado

0.009

0.012

Nebraska

0.008

0.012

0.007

South Dakota

0.006

0.009

0.009

0.001

Montana

0.014

0.017

0.019

0.012

0.010

Texas

0.006

0.002

0.010

0.015

0.014

between neighboring states, such as Nebraska and South
Dakota (0.001), and Texas and Oklahoma (0.002), because
of more similar agro-ecologies and frequent germplasm
exchange between neighboring states. Similar analysis was
conducted using the 10-year intervals during which cultivars were released as subpopulation structures (Supplemental Table S4). Despite the fact that these cultivars were
released over a span of seven decades, they exhibited very
low temporal genetic differentiation with an average Fst
value of 0.001.

3.3
Allele frequency differences among
clusters
Directional selection leads to an increase in the frequency
of favored alleles over time. BobWhite_c25359_132, GENE1273_59, Excalibur_c15379_1305, Kukri_c28182_129, BS00
093111_51, RAC875_c90426_151, BobWhite_c7604_181,
Kukri_c31776_1621, and Excalibur_c25599_358 were the
top representative loci that showed significant directional
selection (Fst > 0.137) (Supplemental Table S2). As shown
in Figure 4, the alternative alleles of the indicated loci
were highly concentrated in cluster 2 relative to the
other three clusters. There was a complete shift (allele
fixation) towards alternative alleles (alleles “a” to “g”
shift) of loci BobWhite_c25359_132, BobWhite_c7604_181,
and Kukri_c28182_129 in cluster 2 (Figure 4). Allele
frequencies of those directionally selected loci indicated
that cluster 2, which mainly consisted of cultivars released
in Kansas between 2000 and 2010, represents a very
recent selection signature in wheat breeding. Traits
associated with these selection signatures deserve further
investigation.

4

DISCUSSION

Wheat is a recent introduction to the United States, which,
as a result, might have experienced genetic bottlenecks
early in the breeding process due to a founder effect associated with a restricted ancestral base – predominately

Montana

0.021

Turkey and numerous selections from it. The 185 bread
wheat cultivars in this report were grouped into four
distinct clusters using discriminant analysis of principal
components (DAPC). There was high genetic diversity
within and among subpopulations; however, population
differentiation as a whole was not high (Figure 2). In a
similar study using Diversity Array Technology (DArT)
markers, White et al. (2008) reported higher genetic diversity in wheat cultivars from the United States compared
with that of Australia and the United Kingdom. Reif
et al. (2005) and Warburton et al. (2006) reported that
breeders were able to avert constriction of genetic diversity
and subsequently enriched genetic diversity through the
introgression of novel materials. The seemingly small
genetic erosion and very low inbreeding coefficient in this
study may be partly explained by extensive intercrossing
of parental lines coupled with constant exchange of
breeding materials between breeding programs within
the Great Plains and introduction of novel germplasm
beyond the Great Plains. Artificial selection, unlike
introduction bottlenecks, showed very low impact on the
genetic diversity of soybeans in the United States (Hyten
et al., 2006).
Evidence for directional selection was investigated using
Wright’s fixation indices estimated based on subpopulations defined in different ways. Wheat cultivars across the
Great Plains of the United States showed low to moderate population differentiation despite decades of selective
breeding. Genetic differentiation based on ecological adaptation and generation classes (decade of cultivar release)
was not significant. The extensive intercrossing between
parental lines and germplasm exchange between breeding
programs might have eliminated both temporal and spatial genetic differentiation in the cultivars studied. Differentiation among clusters was more pronounced. There was
significant allelic shift of some loci (significant outliers)
between cultivars in cluster 2 and the other three clusters
(Figure 4). Cluster 2 was dominated by cultivars that share
inheritance from the cultivar Jagger, a broadly adapted and
highly disease resistant cultivar when it was released. Population differentiation in this study tended to identify the
unique pedigree background that was resistant to multiple
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F I G U R E 4 Allele frequency changes of nine representative significant single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci across the four clusters.
Cluster 2 shows the inverse frequency of alleles relative to the other clusters. There was a complete shift (allele fixation) towards alternative
alleles of loci BobWhite_c25359_132, BobWhite_c7604_181, and Kukri_c28182_129 in cluster 2

foliar diseases due to the 2NS/2AS translocation segment
discussed below.
Disease pressure and selection for resistance appeared
to shape the microevolution of wheat in the southern
Great Plains. Cultivars from Kansas, Oklahoma and Texas
showed the least genetic distance, as might be expected
because public breeding programs from those states share
their germplasm freely and frequently. Commonality of
disease pressures tends to lead to commonality of gene
sources for resistance, intended or unintended. Nevertheless, wheat breeding in this region should continue to
incorporate germplasm from diverse sources to enrich the
genetic pool for future breeding progress. It was interesting to observe that cluster 2 was composed of newer cultivars, mostly from Kansas (14/18), while the remaining four
were from Texas and Oklahoma. The uniqueness of cluster
2 in this study is attributable to cultivar Jagger and its relatives. Jagger was released in 1994 to the Great Plains of the
United States for its high grain yield potential, strong gen-

eral disease resistance, and excellent bread-baking quality
(Sears et al., 1997). This cultivar and its relatives provided
reliable sources of resistance to stripe rust (caused by Puccinia striiformis f. sp. Tritici) that remained effective in the
southern Great Plains until 2010 (Fang et al., 2011; Xue,
Kolmer, Wang, & Yan, 2018).
Jagger carries a 2NS/2AS translocation segment from
Aegilops ventricosa on the short arm of chromosome 2A,
spanning a distance of 27.8 Mb from the telomere (Xue
et al., 2018). This translocation segment carries disease
resistance genes for leaf rust (Lr37) caused by Puccinia
triticina Erikss (Kolmer, 2017; Xue et al., 2018), stem rust
(Sr7a and Sr38) caused by Puccinia graminis (Turner,
Jin, Rouse, & Anderson, 2016), wheat blast caused by
Magnaporthe oryzae (Cruz et al., 2016), and stripe rust
(Yr17) (Fang et al., 2011) although some of the resistance
was lost recently due to occurrence of new virulence.
The top three directionally selected loci identified in the
present study (Excalibur_c15379_1305, Kukri_c31776_1621,
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and Excalibur_c25599_358) were mapped on the short arm
of 2A between 6.04–25.9 Mb, further validating that the
2NS alien fragment or disease resistance was the main
driver of differentiation between cultivars in cluster 2 and
the other clusters. A recent study by Juliana et al. (2019)
identified several QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2D which
are associated with resistance to four stem rust races. Chromosome arms of 1AS and 5DL also harbor several powdery mildew resistance genes (Ma, Sorrells, & Tanksley,
1994). Disease pressure remains a significant production
constraint, ever since wheat was introduced to the United
States (Ball, 1930). To no surprise, the most important
selection signatures in the present study were associated
with disease resistance, the result of intensive and longterm research on improving resistance to a pest often considered a moving target.
The five major selection signatures (on chromosomes
1A, 2A, 2B, 2D, and 5D) identified in this study consisted
of the genomic fingerprints of other highly selected traits
besides disease resistance. Five dwarfing genes were
previously identified and mapped to chromosomes 2AS
(Chaudhry, 1973; Yang, Zhang, Liu, & Wang, 1993), 2BL
(Ellis, Rebetzke, Azanza, Richards, & Spielmeyer, 2005),
2DS (Worland, Korzun, Röder, Ganal, & Law, 1998), and
5DL (Chen et al., 2015). Chromosome 2DS also harbors
several grain yield QTL (Nielsen, Backes, Stougaard,
Andersen, & Jahoor, 2014), which are linked to the Rht8,
and the daylength-insensitive Ppd-D1 gene. Ppd-D1 is
closely linked with Rht8 (Würschum, Langer, Longin,
Tucker, & Leiser, 2017) but Ppd-D1 has also been reported
to have pleiotropic effects on plant height (Börner,
Worland, Plaschke, Schumann, & Law, 1993). Here
again, the top four significant outlier loci we identified
(GENE-1273_59, BS00093111_51, Excalibur_c33173_557,
and RAC875_c90426_151) co-located with the Rht8 and
Ppd-D1 genes on the short arm of chromosome 2D. Short
stature wheat was one of the main factors for the success
of the Green Revolution in the 1960s (Borlaug, 1983).
In conclusion, wheat breeding in the Great Plains of the
United States did not show any major reduction in genetic
diversity. Many of the selection signatures were associated
with the introgression of a chromosome segment from Ae.
ventricosa for disease resistance. Wheat cultivars from the
southern Great Plains are more related to each other than
wheat from other states in this study. As a result, in addition to the disease resistance genes conferred by Jagger
and its offspring, the genetic pool of wheat in the southern
Great Plains stands to be further enriched through nonconvergent introduction of genetic diversity.
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